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Figure 1: Site plan of the site.
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Figure 2.3 these diagrams demonstrate the progression of design across the site, starting from the initial site, to a scaffold circulation armature that connects from A to B, a scaffold circulation that cuts into the existing landscape, and then open space and landscape is added to the scaffold circulation and finally the scaffold circulation grow incrementally and develops through time
Figure 2.4 these diagrams demonstrate the process along the derelict warehouses where the market program will be placed. The initial warehouse is taken, then the warehouse is spliced and cut, the unit and hybrid infrastructure is added and finally with the surface and development over time adds to the urban life of the hybrid infrastructure.
Figure 2.5 the incremental unit is one of the defining features of the hybrid infrastructure, allowing for vending and development over time with growth on the upper level.
Figure 2.6 part of the hybrid infrastructure, showing the incremental units in play
Figure 2.7 part of the hybrid infrastructure, showing the playing field and landscape stairs
Figure 2.7 part of the hybrid infrastructure, showing the playing field and landscape stairs and seating
Figure: Interior rendering of incremental store endor units
Figure: Interior rendering of incremental store endor units during the night.